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		Designing Clinical Research sets the standard for providing a practical guide to planning, tabulating, formulating, and implementing clinical research, with an easy-to-read, uncomplicated presentation. This edition incorporates current research methodology—including molecular and genetic clinical research—and offers an updated syllabus for conducting a clinical research workshop.

	
		Emphasis is on common sense as the main ingredient of good science. The book explains how to choose well-focused research questions and details the steps through all the elements of study design, data collection, quality assurance, and basic grant-writing. All chapters have been thoroughly revised, updated, and made more user-friendly.
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Biosignal and Biomedical Image ProcessingCRC Press, 2004
Relying heavily on MATLAB® problems and examples, as well as simulated data, this text/reference surveys a vast array of signal and image processing tools for biomedical applications, providing a working knowledge of the technologies addressed while showcasing valuable implementation procedures, common pitfalls, and essential application...
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Architecture Design for Soft ErrorsMorgan Kaufmann, 2008
"Dr. Shubu Mukherjee's book is a welcome surprise: books by architecture leaders in major companies are few and far between. Written from the viewpoint of a working engineer, the book describes sources of soft errors and solutions involving device, logic, and architecture design to reduce the effects of soft errors." - Max Baron,...
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Amp Your MySpace PageMcGraw-Hill, 2007
This book is the only resource you’ll need for using and getting the most out of MySpace. The book is divided into three parts.

Part I, “Customizing Your MySpace Pages,” starts with the basics of creating your MySpace profile and then editing it using HTML and CSS, adding images and photos, and animating your profile...
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Scientific Computing with MATLAB and Octave (Texts in Computational Science and Engineering)Springer, 2006

	This textbook is an introduction to Scientific Computing, in which several numerical methods for the computer solution of certain classes of mathematical problems are illustrated. The authors show how to compute the zeros or the integrals of continuous functions, solve linear systems, approximate functions by polynomials and construct...
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Microsoft® SQL Server™ 2000 Unleashed, Second EditionSams Publishing, 2002
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Unleashed, 2E offers a variety of topics for system and database administrators to help them learn new features of the product and to solve problems they face on a daily basis. It shows them how to build upon their working knowledge of the product and take their experience and knowledge to...
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Windows 8 Five Minutes at a TimeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Windows 8 represents the most radical change to Microsoft’s operating system since Windows 95 was released 17 years ago. With its new Start screen and interface, the latest version of Windows is an attempt to create a single operating system designed to run on both traditional PCs and tablets.

	

	But no one likes change....
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